
Flexible eSignature Plans for Everyone
A high-level overview of our Business and Enterprise plans 

Business Enterprise

   Unlimited documents per month ✓

   Senders per month Up to 10 10+ Senders

   Templates Up to 10 Unlimited

   2-Factor Authentication ✓ ✓

   Template Links ✓ ✓

   Custom Branding ✓ ✓

   Basic Admin Features ✓ ✓

   In-Person Signing ✓ ✓

   Audit Trails ✓ ✓

   Data Validation ✓ ✓

   Signer Access Codes ✓ ✓

   Team Transaction Review ✓ ✓

   Variable Signers ✓

   Signer Attachments ✓

   HIPAA w/ BAA ✓

   Advanced Admin Features ✓

   SSO/SAML ✓

   Salesforce Integration* ✓

   Oracle CPQ Integration* ✓

   Bulk Send** ✓

   Advanced Team Management** ✓

HelloSign Business is designed for small teams. When things get more complex or your signing needs grow, 
there is HelloSign Enterprise, our fully-fledged offering that adds additional sender and signer flexibility, 
along with powerful administrative and more partner integrations.

Signers can attach 
files, such as a driver’s 
license or passport, to 
their signed 
documents.

Integrate HelloSign 
into Salesforce to 
supercharge your 
sales team and 
speed up contract 
signatures.

* Salesforce and Oracle integrations available at an additional fee. Contact your sales executive to learn more.
** Available with the HelloSign Enterprise+ plan. Contact your sales executive to learn more.

Unlimited templates 
to allow for maximum 
flexibility and utility 



Finding the Right Option for You

Benefits Closeup

Variable Signers

Documents aren’t one size fits all. You might need three signers on one version, and only two signers on another. With 
variable signers, a template can automatically adjust to the number of signers needed without having to create a new 
template.

Signer Reassignment

Sometimes a sender does not know the “true” signers for a contact/document and the confusion creates a lot of 
unnecessary back-and-forth. Signer reassignment allows recipients to delegate signing to someone else. When the 
signer receives the document and identifies that a different person has to sign the document, they can delegate the 
signing to this authorized person.

Salesforce Integration

HelloSign for Salesforce allows you to track the status of your pending signatures, pre-fill documents using templates 
and merge fields, and dramatically simplify the signing process for your clients – all without leaving Salesforce.

Oracle Documents Cloud Integration

The HelloSign for Oracle Documents Cloud integration allows you to request signatures for your contracts, agreements, 
and waivers. With this integration you can reduce your time preparing important agreements, check signature statuses 
in real time, and automatically save your documents in Oracle Documents Cloud for easy access.

Advanced Team Management*

Gives admins the ability to add, modify, and provision accounts for teams and sub-teams. The Multi-Teams feature 
included in Advanced Team Management helps companies stay secure as they grow. It's gives admins control and 
visibility over eSignature documents and their associated teams.

Bulk Send*

Send out individual signature requests to a list of recipients with a single click. Bulk send allows users to send out a 
large amount (up to 250) of requests to different signers at one time. So instead of having to send out requests one by 
one, you can send them out in large batches.

* Available with the HelloSign Enterprise+ plan. Contact your sales executive to learn more.


